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Metal oxide nanowires formed via vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) process are promising nanoscale

building blocks. Although understanding material transport pathways across three phases is crucial

to realize well-defined oxide nanowires, such knowledge is unfortunately far from comprehensive.

Here we investigate the material transport pathway in VLS grown MgO nanowires by utilizing

spacing-controlled regular array. Defining the regular spacing of catalysts allows us to extract the

information of transport pathway for each catalyst. We found the significant contribution of vapor

phase transport pathway rather than the surface diffusion transport. This result highlights the

critical role of re-evaporation process on VLS oxide nanowires. VC 2011 American Institute of
Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3660246]

Metal oxide nanowires are promising building blocks for

nanodevice applications due to their fascinating physical prop-

erties such as transparent conductivity, ferromagnetism, ferroe-

lectricity, power-generation, and nonvolatile memory effect,

which are hardly attainable with conventional semiconductor

materials.1–4 In particular, vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) grown ox-

ide nanowires have attracted much attention due to the controll-

ability of the size and the spatial location. However, the

intrinsic complexity of material transport pathway across three

phases in VLS process has held back the precise control and

formation of well-defined oxide nanowires.5–7 In fact, such

controllability is strongly required to realize highly integrated

nanodevices using nanowires. Most previous works as to VLS

grown oxide nanowires have utilized the metal catalysts on the

substrate surface to grow oxide nanowires.8–11 One of reasons

why it had been difficult to extract the material transport path-

way during VLS is the use of random distribution of metal cat-

alysts on the substrate surface.8–11 Recently, Borgstrom et al.
have investigated material transport pathways of VLS grown

GaP nanowires by introducing a spacing-controlled regular

array.12 Use of the spacing-controlled regular array allows us

to extract the material transport pathways for each catalyst,

which is clearly difficult to obtain for random array systems. In

this study, we investigate the material transport pathway in

VLS grown MgO nanowires by utilizing such spacing-

controlled regular array. We found the significant contribution

of vapor phase transport pathway on VLS grown oxide nano-

wires, which differs from some previous implications based on

the presence of long surface diffusion phenomena.13,14

Regular arrays of MgO nanowires were fabricated by

the Au dot catalysts positioned in a hexagonal pattern on

MgO (100) single crystal substrates. The Au catalyst patterns

on non-conductive substrates were fabricated by electron

beam lithography (EBL). The spacing between Au dot cata-

lysts was varied from 150 to 5000 nm. The diameter and the

thickness of Au catalyst were 50 and 7 nm, respectively.15

The growth rate data of non-patterning is defined as a data

when the nanowires are grown when using the random distri-

bution of Au catalyst on the substrate surface.16–18 The nano-

wire density of non-pattern was 4.3� 108 nanowires/mm2,

which is higher even compared with that for spacing-

controlled nanowires of 150 nm spacing (5.1� 107 nano-

wires/mm2).

Figure 1 shows the typical images of patterned Au cata-

lysts and fabricated MgO nanowires. Utilizing the spacing-

controlled regular array, we examine the material transport

pathway during VLS process. Two major material transport

pathways in VLS process have been suggested for the incor-

poration of supplied species into catalysts.13,14,19 One is the

direct impinging pathway and the other is the surface migra-

tion pathway.13,14,19 The direct impinging contribution must

be dominated by the amount of the species which directly

arrive at the catalyst surface. The amount can be estimated

from the film thickness prepared at room temperature,

because the re-evaporation of Mg species becomes negligi-

ble at such low temperature.20 Figure 2 shows the growth

rate of MgO nanowires (length/time) when varying the wire

spacing, and the data of film growth rate is also shown for

the comparison. The nanowire growth rate was found to be

much larger than that of film, indicating the minor contribu-

tion of direct impinging pathway. In other words, the catalyst

must collect the species from surroundings via the migration

pathway. Above 200 nm spacing, the nanowire growth rate

was almost independent of the wire spacing, whereas below

200 nm the growth rate decreased with decreasing the
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spacing. These two regimes can be defined as “independent

regime” and “material competition regime,” respec-

tively.13,14 Here we question which type of migration path-

ways causes the two regimes, although most previous

investigations have considered the surface migration as the

major migration pathway.13,14,19 We discuss by using the

term “collection area,” which corresponds to the tentative

area around each catalyst by assuming that all species arriv-

ing at the “collection area” can be absorbed by the single cat-

alyst dot. Thus, the radius of this area gives an indication of

migration length of the supplied species. Since the total ma-

terial volume must be conserved, the collection area can be

derived from the nanowire growth rate in the independent re-

gime and the flux from the source (film growth rate). From

the data in Fig. 2, the collection area was estimated to be a

circle area with the radius of about 100 nm. Although this

estimated value is consistent with the half value of the spac-

ing at the boundary between the independent regime and the

material competition regime in Fig. 2, we will discuss this

matter as the incorporation efficiency in later section. It has

been considered that the collection area is closely related to

the surface diffusion length of the species.13,14 Since the dif-

fusion is a phenomenon based on independent random-walk

motion of each element, not straight forward motion, this

means that the length of the migration trajectory must be

much longer than the collective area radius of 100 nm. In our

MgO nanowires, oxygen could be incorporated from sur-

roundings at 10�3 Pa of oxygen partial pressure, and Mg

must be supplied only from the target. Therefore it is reason-

able to assume that Mg migration is responsible for the

migration events. Another possibility is MgO dimer migra-

tion, but the probability to form such dimer must be rather

low due to the low oxygen partial pressure employed. More-

over, the heavier dimers generally have shorter migration

length than lighter single atom. For these reasons, we

consider the Mg migration on the MgO substrate surface.

Recently, Geneste et al. has calculated the adsorption

and diffusion of Mg on MgO (001) surface by using a first

principle calculation.21 Based on their calculated values,

we can estimate the diffusion length of Mg on MgO

(100) surface, kMg, by following formula: k2
Mg ¼ a2exp�

� ðEad � EdÞ=kBT
�

, where a is the distance between the

two neighboring equilibrium position for the diffusing parti-

cle, Ead is adsorption energy, Ed is diffusion barrier, kB is

Boltzmann constant, and T is temperature.21 For our experi-

mental configurations with the growth temperature of 800 �C,

the estimated value of the kMg is about 1 nm. This value is

two orders of magnitude smaller than our experimental data

(100 nm). Thus, this discrepancy indicates that the surface dif-

fusion alone cannot explain the major material transport path-

way. Therefore we consider the other possible transport

pathway of adatom incorporation process. Since above results

highlighted the re-evaporation events of Mg species, it is rea-

sonable to speculate that the main process of Mg incorpora-

tion into the catalysts comes from re-evaporated Mg transport

in the vapor phase. This scenario is consistent with our previ-

ous report on SnO2 nanowire growth.5 The inset of Fig. 3

shows the growth rate of MgO thin films deposited under

800 �C as a function of oxygen partial pressure. Below the ox-

ygen partial pressure of 10�2 Pa, the growth rate of MgO thin

films was almost zero, indicating the absence of VS thin films

growth. Our results consistently suggest that the enhancement

of re-evaporation is an essential mechanism to realize VLS

nanowire growth. This vapor phase transport, which has not

been considered in previous works, should be added as the

third material transport pathway in addition to the direct im-

pinging and surface diffusion pathways.

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Au dot pattern as catalyst before

nanowire growth, (b) the top view, (c) the tilted (60�)
images of MgO nanowire arrays grown on MgO (100)

substrates and (d) the FESEM images of the nanowire

arrays with the interwire spacing of 150, 500, and

1000 nm, respectively. Inset in (c) shows the Au catalyst

at the tip of MgO nanowires.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Growth rate of MgO nanowire as a function of the

interwire-spacing. The dotted line is the growth rate of the thin film prepared

at room temperature: Inset shows the nanowire length as a function of the

growth time with interwire distance of 1000 nm.
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Finally, we discuss one unique behavior, which is the

incorporation efficiency of supplied species into the catalyst.

The efficiency is defined as the ratio of the nanowire total

volume per unit area to supplied flux. Figure 3 shows the

nanowire total volume per unit area when varying the wire

spacing. The supplied flux was determined by the film

growth rate. Around the spacing near 200 nm, the total vol-

ume of nanowire is nearly equal to the film volume. This is

also consistent with the boundary between the independent

regime and the material competition regime. This means that

the most of all supplied species contributed to the nanowire

formation when the catalyst spacing is enough short. As

mentioned above, the nanowire growth should be enhanced

by the re-evaporation which generally increases the escaping

probability of adatom from the substrate surface. Thus such

high incorporation efficiency is not easily understood.

Although we cannot give a conclusive explanation for this

behavior in this stage, we suggest that the nanowire structure

itself can give large effects on the high efficiency. Under the

pressure of 1 Pa for the wire growth, the mean free path of

atoms in the vapor phase must be order of millimeter, and

this is much longer than the interwire spacing or nanowire

length. Therefore, the motion of the re-evaporated atom

would be translational rather than diffusion, and the flight

length must be very long. If the momentum direction of the

re-evaporated atom is near perpendicular to the substrate sur-

face, the atom can easily escape from the substrate surface to

outer system. If the direction is near parallel to the surface,

the atom can re-attach nanowire sidewalls. The attached ada-

tom on the sidewall re-evaporates again after short-period

surface migration, and repeats attaching and re-evaporation

until the atoms can be absorbed by catalysts or go out to

outer system. The escaping probability of the atoms from the

substrate depends on the solid angle indicating the open

space among the nanowire forest, and the solid angle is

mainly determined by the ratio between the nanowire length

and the interwire spacing. Thus, the escaping probability

decreases with elongation of the wire, because the long side-

wall of wires can work as effective trap-sites to increase the

chance of atom incorporation into the catalyst resulting in

wire growth. If our speculation is appropriate, the wire

growth rate must depend on the wire length. Especially the

dependency should be large when the wire length is less than

the interwire spacing and shorter wire length should be

accompanied by lower growth rate. The time series data of

the growth rate as shown in the inset of Fig. 2 agrees with

such scenario, however further investigations by using in situ
TEM are required to perform more accurate length measure-

ments in the initial stage of the growth to clarify the origin

of the high incorporation efficiency.
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